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In this work a simulation of the OHF2 photodetachment spectrum is performed in a
three-dimensional potential energy surface recently developed for OHF(3A9). The ground 2A8 state
potential of the anion is calculated in three dimensions based on accurate ab initio calculations and
the reaction dynamics is studied using a wave packet method. The calculated spectrum shows a
sequence of bands associated to vibrational HF(v) up to v53. Each band is formed by a continuous
spectrum and resonant structures. These resonances are associated to the OH–F channel well of the
3A9 PES, in which fragmentation occurs through vibrational predissociation. Above the OH(v
50) threshold a new resonant pattern appears corresponding to heavy–light–heavy resonances.
Special attention is paid to the assignment of these resonances because they mediate the reaction
dynamics in the OH1F collision at low kinetic energies. The sequence of bands is in rather good
agreement with that appearing in the experimental spectrum, especially at higher electron kinetic
energies. At low kinetic energies, however, some other electronic states may contribute. The
resonance structures might be washed out by the rotational average and the relatively low energy
resolution of the experiment. © 2004 American Institute of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1756581#
I. INTRODUCTION
The importance of the catalytic ozone destruction cycle
by halogen atoms gives a great interest to the O(3P)1HX
reactions, since the hydrogen halides constitute the dominant
‘‘temporary sink’’ of atomic halogens.1 The most important
among them, because of its abundance in the atmosphere, is
chlorine, widely studied both experimentally2–7 and
theoretically.2,8–16 Such reactions present the difficulty of
dealing with open shell systems, which involves the neces-
sity of using several coupled electronic states to properly
simulate the reaction dynamics. The study of nonadiabatic
processes requires in turn a very large effort in the modeliza-
tion of several coupled potential energy surfaces ~PES!. For
this reason, the lighter member of this family, HF1O, may
be considered as a benchmark system in which more accu-
rate ab initio calculations and detailed quantum dynamical
simulations can be performed.
In contrast to the analogous HCl1O reaction, which is
nearly thermoneutral, the HF1O(3P)→OH1F reaction is
very endoergic, by approximately 1.5 eV. The reverse OH
1F reaction involves two radical species, what is an inherent
experimental problem. So, until now only few experimental
kinetic ~but, unfortunately, no beam experiments! studies on
the temperature effect on the rate constants17 and infrared
chemiluminiscence spectra for final vibrational states of HF
products18 are available under multiple collisions conditions.
Recently, we have studied theoretically the OH1F reactive
collisions19,20 on a new global PES of the ground 3A9 elec-
tronic state.20 This new PES is based on very accurate ab
initio calculations described in detail in Ref. 20 ~hereafter
called paper I!. This PES, in contrast to previous results,18
does not show a real barrier to reaction. The final HF vibra-
tional distributions obtained in the new PES19,20 are in rather
good agreement with the available experimental results of
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Sloan and co-workers.18 They suggested a transition between
a triplet and a singlet state, because their PES predicted a
barrier too high to allow the reaction on triplet ground state.
But, with the new 3A9 PES, the reaction can take place on it
without necessarily invoking any intersystem crossing.
The OH(v50)1F reaction presents a dynamical barrier,
essentially due to the zero-point energy for the vibrational
modes near the saddle point.20 Above this threshold the re-
action is direct, presenting an important constraint because of
the small skew angle associated to all heavy–light–heavy
~HLH! systems: the reaction presents important vector
correlation,20 being favored when OH rotational angular mo-
mentum, j, is perpendicular to the initial relative velocity
vector between the two reagents, k. Below the dynamical
threshold the reaction is mediated by resonances occurring
near the transition state region. Such HLH resonance struc-
tures also appear in quasiclassical simulations of the reactive
collisions,20 which must be associated to periodic orbits on
the top of the saddle point.
The photoelectron detachment spectroscopy experiment
performed by Neumark and co-workers21 on this system pre-
sents a particularly interesting alternative to the detailed
study of such resonances. At this regard, all the previous
theoretical simulations21,22 have been restricted to collinear
OHF geometries, the equilibrium geometry of OHF2. First,
Neumark and co-workers calculated the 2P and 2S elec-
tronic states of OHF2 and simulated the spectrum using the
collinear PES’s obtained by Sloan et al.18 for the neutral
OHF system. The fact of considering a too high reaction
barrier was later corrected by Dixon and Tachikawa.22 They
reported better ab initio calculations of the anionic and neu-
tral species, but they only considered simulations of the
spectrum at collinear configuration.
The aim of this work is the study of the photodetachment
spectrum on the ground 3A9 state, using the three-
dimensional global PES recently reported by us.19,20 The
structure of the spectrum will be discussed and assigned,
paying special attention to the heavy–light–heavy ~HLH!
resonances appearing above the OH1F rearrangement chan-
nel. This kind of resonance typically appears when two dif-
ferent rearrangement channels, HL1H8 and H1LH8, are
open. In such situation, the light hydrogen atom oscillates
between the two heavy atoms, providing important informa-
tion on the transition state region, as widely studied by Neu-
mark and co-workers.23,24 Typically, most of the systems
studied are either symmetric, like XHX25,26 ~with X being an
halogen atom! or nearly thermoneutral as OHCl.7,9 Mean-
while, the OH1F reaction is very exothermic, and allows the
gradual study about the opening of the second rearrangement
channel and its effect on the HLH8 resonances. At low ener-
gies as OH(v50) is closed, the HF vibrations will be well
separated from the O–HF vibrations, whose frequency is de-
termined by the shallow well in the products valley. At
higher energies, just below the OH(v50) threshold, the OH
and HF vibrations have similar frequencies and important
intramolecular vibrational redistribution ~IVR! must distort
the spectrum, because the OH1F channel can be explored.
Finally, when the OH(v50) channel opens up the competi-
tion between the dissociation through the two rearrangement
channels could be analyzed.
II. THE OHFÀ PRECURSOR
A. Ab initio electronic structure calculations
Details of the ab initio calculations performed for the
neutral OHF system have been given in paper I. For OHF2 a
more polarizable basis set is needed. For that purpose, the
aug-cc-pVTZ basis set of contracted Gaussians functions of
Dunning and co-workers27,28 used in the neutral OHF system
was augmented by the addition of extra diffuse functions to
reproduce the Rydberg states of atomic hydrogen. The mo-
lecular orbitals were optimized in a complete active space
~CASSCF! procedure.29 These CASSCF wave functions
were used as reference in subsequent internally contracted
multireference configuration interaction ~MRCI!
calculations,30,31 with single and double excitations, includ-
ing all the valence electrons for the correlation. The David-
son extrapolation size consistency correction32 was used. All
the calculations were carried out using the MOLPRO suite of
ab initio programs,33 using the Cs group to avoid disconti-
nuities near the collinear configuration.
The goal of these calculations is only to reproduce the
well of the OHF2 anion to calculate the first bound states
needed as initial states to study the photon excitation. A
deeper description on the structure and dissociation energies
can be found elsewhere.21 For all the nuclear configurations
considered, the electronic energy of the anion is lower than
that for the neutral. At collinear configurations, the ground
state is 2P , while the first excited 2S state is relatively
higher in energy, as shown in Fig. 1, in agreement with pre-
vious calculations.21,22 As the system bends, the two 2P
states split, see Fig. 1~c! being that of 2A8 symmetry the
ground state. In this work, we shall restrict our attention to
the ground 2A8 electronic state.
More than 1800 points were computed in the vicinity of
the minimum of the OHF2 well, located at collinear O–H–F
configuration with ROH’1.08 and RHF’1.32 Å, in good
agreement with values obtained by Bradforth et al.,21 ROH
’1.08 and RHF’1.35 Å. The ab initio calculations were
performed for O–H–F angles equal to 180°, 170°, 165°, and
150° considering 15 points for the RFO distance in the inter-
val @1.59, 3.44# Å and 31 points for RHF variable in the
interval @0.53, 2.12# Å.
An analytical local fit of the PES in the region of the
minimum was done using the method developed by Aguado
and Paniagua.34 ~This fit can be obtained upon request.! Two
cuts of the PES are presented in Fig. 2 in Jacobi coordinates,
with r being the HF internuclear vector, R the vector joining
the HF center of mass to the O atom, and g the angle be-
tween the two vectors. These coordinates, hereafter used for
the dynamics, are called ‘‘product’’ coordinates in consider-
ation to the OH1F→HF1O reactive collisions studied in
paper I, in which OH–F ‘‘reactant’’ Jacobi coordinates were
used.
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B. Bound states
In the Born–Oppenheimer approximation, the total wave
function of the initial bound state of OHF2 is written as the
product of a bound electronic function, xa
2 ~where the super-
script minus is introduced to distinguish the OHF2 anion
from the neutral OHF, and a labels the electronic states!,
times the nuclear function, Fk
JM pa
, where k refers to the
vibrational state, and J,M are the total angular momentum
and its projection. The corresponding eigenvalue is Ea ,k2 .
Using product Jacobi coordinates in a body-fixed frame,
in which the three atoms lie on the x – z plane, with the z axis
being parallel to the R Jacobi vector, the Fk
JM pa bound states
are expanded as
Fk
JM pa~r,R!5 (
vs jV
Avs jV
Jpak wv~r !
r
fs~R !
R WMV
Jp Y jV~g ,0!,
~1!
where the angular functions, defined as
WMVJp 5A 2J1116p2~11dV0! @DM ,VJ* ~f ,u ,x!
1p~21 !J1VDM ,2V
J* ~f ,u ,x!# ,
correspond to a well defined J and p, the parity under inver-
sion of spatial coordinates. M and V are the projections of
the total angular momentum in the space-fixed and body-
fixed z axes, respectively. DM ,V
J* are Wigner rotation matrices
and Y j ,V are normalized associated Legendre functions.35
The wv(r) and fs(R) radial functions are numerical solu-
tions of a Hamiltonian with monodimensional potentials spe-
cially optimized to reproduce the PES at equilibrium. Details
of the calculations can be found elsewhere.36
FIG. 1. Calculated ab initio energy points for several electronic states of the
OHF2 anion. On each panel fixed geometric parameters are equilibrium
values. On panel ~c! the two potential curves, of 2A8 ~solid line! and 2A9
~dashed line! states, are plotted together with their corresponding monodi-
mensional bending levels, b.
FIG. 2. Contour plots of the local OHF2(2A8) PES in product Jacobi coor-
dinates for ~a! g50, ~b! r51.32 Å, with x5R cos g and y5R sin g. The
contours correspond to 0.002, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 5, 10, and 12 eV.
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In Fig. 3, contour plots of the lower bound states are
shown for total angular momentum J50, with their energies.
The approximate quantum numbers used to label those vibra-
tional states correspond to the three internal motions associ-
ated to product Jacobi coordinates: v , the HF vibrational
quantum number, n the quantum number for the vibration of
O atom with respect to the HF center-of-mass, and b the
quantum number for the bending motion, characterized by
the angle g between the two Jacobi vectors. In a linear mol-
ecule, there are two components of the bending vibration,
one for the A8 symmetry, considered in this ground state, and
a second of A9 symmetry in the first excited state. The fre-
quencies associated to the ground A8 state are vR
’62 meV very much different from the other two, vr
’0.2 eV and vg’0.25 eV. For the first excited A9 state of
the anion it can be considered at zero order that vR and vr
are approximately equal to those of the A8 state. Using a
monodimensional angular solution, in Fig. 1~c!, the ground
level in the 2A9 state is ’19 meV above the ground level of
the 2A8 state. Even these 19 meV are relatively large as
compared to the low temperatures of the OHF2 precursor in
the experiments, ’10 K. Averaging over rotational states
seems to play a more important role in the more precise
simulation of the photodetachment experiment. However,
only one single rotational transition from the ground vibra-
tional level will be considered here to analyze the details of
the spectrum. The spectra from different vibrational initial
states of the anion have been described by Dixon and
Tachikawa22 in a collinear model.
III. SPECTRA CALCULATIONS ON THE GROUND
ELECTRONIC STATE
A. Three-dimensional wave-packet calculations
A complete treatment of photodetachment spectra can be
found elsewhere,37 and here a brief outline of the most im-
portant approximations is discussed. The photoexcited sys-
tem dissociates in three fragments, the electron and two neu-
tral molecular products. The total absorption cross section
from a single initial state of the anion may be expressed as
s~hn!5E de s~hn ,e!, ~2!
where e is the kinetic energy of the ejected electron while hn
is the energy of the incident photon, and s(hn ,e) is the
measured partial cross section as a function of the electron
kinetic energy. The energy remaining for the neutral system
is thus E5Ea ,k
2 1hn2e .
Assuming a first order perturbative treatment for an elec-
tric dipole transition, and the Born–Oppenheimer approxi-
mation for the excited system, the partial cross section is
expressed as
FIG. 3. Contour plots of the wave function amplitude for several vibrational bound states of OHF2(2A8) in product Jacobi coordinates for g50 ~left panels!
and for r51.32 Å ~right panels!. The energies, Ek of the k level are in eV, and the approximate ~v,n,b! quantum numbers are given. Solid ~dashed! lines
correspond to positive ~negative! amplitudes. The levels marked with an asterisk interact strongly.
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s~hn ,e!}(
G ,b
u^Fk
JM paxa
2ud"euFG ,b ,E
J8M8p8a8exa8,e&u
2
, ~3!
where xa8,e is the electronic wave function corresponding
asymptotically to the a8 electronic state of OHF plus the
ejected electron with kinetic energy e. FG ,b ,EJ8M8p8a8e is the dis-
sociative nuclear part of the wave function corresponding
asymptotically to a particular rovibrational state, b, of the
nuclear fragments of the G rearrangement channel. Finally, e
is the electric polarization vector of the incident light and d
is the electric dipole moment of the molecular system.
Since the ejection of the electron is very fast, the elec-
tronic wave function may be factorized as the simple product
of an s-wave function of the ejected electron times that of the
remaining OHF system, xa8,e’xexa8 . The nuclear wave
function is considered to be independent of the ejected elec-
tron, FG ,b ,E
J8M8p8a8e’FG ,b ,E
J8M8p8a8
, so that the partial cross sec-
tion of Eq. ~3! can be expressed similarly to that of a simpler
photodissociation process as
s~hn ,e!’s~E !}(
G ,b
u^Fk
JM pauda ,a8eeuFG ,b ,EJ8M8p8a8&u2,
~4!
except for the dependence of the transition dipole moments
on the ejected electron, given by da ,a8e5^xa2uduxexa8&.
These moments, however, can also be considered to be inde-
pendent on the kinetic energy of the ejected electron, i.e.,
da ,a8e’da ,a8. In this situation, Eq. ~4! becomes completely
equivalent to that of the spectrum for normal photodissocia-
tion, since all the dependence on the ejected electron has
been eliminated because its dynamics is much faster.
Moreover, since the initial vibrational bound state is lo-
calized in a rather small region, the transition dipole mo-
ments can be also considered to be constant as a function of
the internal degrees of freedom. For the three-dimensional
model presented in this section only the 3A9 state of OHF
will be considered, which correlates either to a 3P or a 3S2
state, depending on the geometry. Because for collinear con-
figuration the electronic state of the anion is 2P , there will
be contributions from parallel as well as perpendicular tran-
sitions. Here it will be assumed that the transition is isotro-
pically distributed in the xz body-fixed frame.
In order to calculate the partial cross section, in Eq. ~4!,
a wave packet method is used in which
s~E !5
1
p\
RE
0
‘
dt eiEt/\ ^C~ t50 !uC~ t !&, ~5!
with the initial wave packet defined as38,39
C~ t50 !5(
V8
WM8V8
J8p8 ^WM8V8
J8p8 uda8aeuCkJM pa&. ~6!
The propagation of the wave packet is performed using the
global three-dimensional PES of Paper I20 using a Cheby-
shev propagator40,41 in which the wave packet is multiplied
by an absorbing damping function after each time step, as
previously described.38,39 The parameters used in the propa-
gation are summarized in Table I.
The initial wave packet built to simulate the J851←J
50 rotational transition, in Fig. 4, lies on the transition state
region. As time evolves, most of the density departs rather
rapidly, mainly in the HF1O channel. An important part of
the wave packet remains ‘‘trapped’’ in the region of the well
of ’0.25 eV depth in the HF1O channel, as a clear mani-
festation of resonances. Such relatively deep well is due to a
sort of hydrogen bond which strongly stabilize the OH–F
and FH–O complexes.20 The calculated partial cross section
is presented in Fig. 5. As in the cases previously
reported,21,22 the spectrum is formed by several bands, which
were attributed to different vibrational states of the HF frag-
ments. A crucial feature in our results is the presence of
narrow resonances, which were not present in the previous
modelizations.21,22 The experimental spectrum does not show
narrow resonances, but they may be washed out by rotational
average or by the low energy resolution. In particular, the
two peaks just below and above e’0.5 eV in the experimen-
tal spectrum ~labeled E and F! are placed near the two groups
of calculated resonances. These structures appear at high
OHF energies and will be shown to be due to the absorption
to several final electronic states,42 and not only to the 3A9
state studied here. At low energies however, this last state
plays a major role because only two other triplet states may
contribute, with similar minimum energy paths. The absorp-
tion to the 3A9 state presents a sequence of bands whose
energy separation is in pretty good agreement with the ex-
perimental ones.
B. Assignment of bands
In order to check the previous assignments of the bands
as associated to the vibrational levels of HF,21,22 two differ-
ent kinds of calculations have been done. First, the initial
wave packet is projected into the different vibrational states
of the HF products. Second, the final vibrational state distri-
bution of the HF is calculated.
The first method consists in applying approximated pro-
jection operators to the initial wave packet to divide it into
several portions.43 The projection operators used are defined
as
P5 (
v50
2
Pv , Q512P , ~7!
with
TABLE I. The wave packet is absorbed at each time step by multiplying the
wave packet by f 1(r) f 2(R), where f i(x)5exp@2aabs(x2xabs)2# .
No. angles
Dt
tfinal
100
1 fs
4 ps
rHF RO–HF
No. points 160 384
rini /Å 0.4 0.5
rfin /Å 9.0 15.0
aabs /Å22 0.5 0.5
xabs /Å 6.0 10.0
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Pv5(j (V uFv jV&^Fv jVu ~8!
and
Fv jV5
wv j~r !
r
Y jV~g ,0!WMV
Je ~f ,u ,x!. ~9!
In this case, we have performed independent calculations for
Pv , v50, 1, and 2 and Q. If the spectrum is built indepen-
dently for each propagation some interference terms are lost.
Therefore, the procedure is approximated, unless the differ-
ent portions of the wave packet correspond to different en-
ergy windows of the spectrum. In Fig. 6, the independent
spectra for each of the portion of the initial wave packet thus
obtained are shown. The sum of all of them gives qualita-
tively the total spectrum shown in Fig. 5, but not exactly.
However, it serves to determine the origin of each band of
the spectrum, corroborating the previous assignments.21,22 To
clarify this vibrational pattern, the energetics of the problem
is shown in the minimum energy path, in Fig. 7.
In second place, the analysis of the final vibrational state
distribution obtained using the method of Balint-Kurti
et al.44 ~see also Ref. 38! in the propagation of the full wave
packet is shown in Fig. 6. At low energy, there is always a
dominant vibrational channel. The dissociation can be con-
sidered as a direct process, for the nearly continuous bands,
or a vibrational predissociation, in the peaks associated to
narrow resonances. In this regime, there is a clear connection
between the initial vibrational state, responsible for the ab-
FIG. 4. Contour plots of the wave
packet density for different times and
angles in the product Jacobi coordi-
nates. The propagation is performed
on the OHF(3A9) PES to simulate the
J851←J50. The contours of the po-
tential correspond to 3.5, 1.5, 0.5, 0,
20.5 eV with respect to OH(v50)
1F.
FIG. 5. Spectrum obtained for the J851←J50 transition. Bottom panel, as
a function of the OHF energy. Central panel, as a function of the electron
kinetic energy, using e50.652E in eV. The factor 0.65 has been fitted,
since the dissociation energy of the OHF2 was not calculated. Top panel,
experimental spectrum from Ref. 21.
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sorption, and the final vibrational state of HF, obtained after
dissociation. The idea of assigning each band to a particular
vibrational level of HF is thus corroborated. At high ener-
gies, however, the wave packet can also explore the OH1F
channel, and there is the opportunity of IVR processes, so
that the final vibrational distribution is much wider.45 When-
ever the OH(v50)1F channel is open ~the zero of energy!,
the resonances become much broader and erratically distrib-
uted in energy. It is at these energies where the light H atom
can be considered to be oscillating between the two heavier
atoms, and the so-called HLH’ resonances can be detected.
Therefore, it may be concluded that the bands can be
associated definitely to the HF vibrational levels. To further
analyze the structure of the spectrum, especially the features
of the resonances as a function of internal energy, we shall
present some simple models for clarification.
C. Resonances below OH¿F threshold
The HF equilibrium distance, re , in the OHF2 anion is
larger than that of free HF, so that the maximum of the am-
plitude associated to the ground vibrational state coincides
with HF(v’4), see right panel of Fig. 8. As a consequence,
the intensity of the bands should increase as v increases up
to that of v54 or 5. However, at v53, the OH channel
opens, see Fig. 7, what makes that the outer classical turning
point disappears, thus explaining why the spectrum intensity
decreases after the HF(v53) dissociation asymptote.
In contrast, the equilibrium Re distance for OHF2 is
considerably shorter than that of OHF at re . For neutral
OHF, the collinear monodimensional potential, obtained av-
eraging the PES with the free HF vibrational solutions, pre-
sents a well, as shown in Fig. 8. The overlap between the
OHF2 radial function and the eigenstates of this monodi-
mensional potential shows important Franck–Condon factors
for excitation of the bound states supported by this well and
also a very broad distribution corresponding to the direct
excitation of the dissociative solution of each v channel. This
explains the structure obtained for each vibrational channel.
When the coupling between the different vibrational
channels is introduced, the bound states transform in reso-
nances, whose width arises from a relatively slow vibrational
predissociation ~VP!. The continuous distribution becomes
even broader, so that the spectrum associated to each vibra-
tional channel overlap with each other.
The well in the HF1O channel and that of OHF2 cor-
respond to a collinear configuration. The Franck–Condon
factors favor the overlap to those resonances corresponding
to quasibound states with no bending excitation. The quasi-
bound levels corresponding to v51 are shown in Fig. 9, and
have been obtained using the same procedure described in
Sec. II B, but eliminating the v50 functions of the basis set.
Their energies are very good approximations to the position
of the associated resonances that we can see in the panel of
v51 in Fig. 10, with a little displacement. The sequences of
stretching and bending are different for lower energies, but
for higher energies they are mixed.
It is difficult to converge the calculations below zero
using wave packet methods. The presence of narrow reso-
nances requires long propagation times while the broad en-
ergy range of the spectrum requires small time steps. For this
purpose we have also performed time-independent close cou-
pling ~TICC! calculations using a reduced vibrational (v
50 – 7) and rotational ( j50 – 40) basis set of the HF frag-
ments. With the method described elsewhere,46,47 it is pos-
sible to resolve the resonant structure of the spectrum at low
energies. Below zero, the discrepancies between the two cal-
culations, in Fig. 10 are due to the lack of convergence of the
wave packet calculations, and the TICC results are more ac-
curate.
For energies above zero, however, the TICC method
with the limited basis set cannot properly describe the OH
FIG. 6. Top panel, absorption probabilities obtained for the different por-
tions of the wave packets applying the projection operators of Eq. ~7!. Bot-
tom panel final HF(v) vibrational distribution. Energy scale, in eV, is re-
ferred to the F1OH(v50) threshold.
FIG. 7. Minimum energy path ~in eV! describing the OH1F→HF1O in
the 3A9 adiabatic energy surface. The vibrational levels of each of the as-
ymptotes obtained with the present PES are also indicated.
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1F channel. However, the wave packet calculations can
properly describe this new rearrangement channel, and the
resonances become much broader so that it is possible to
converge the time integration. Above zero, the total flux to-
wards reactants and products is in very good agreement with
the total absorption spectrum obtained from the autocorrela-
tion function, better than 99%. The difference between these
two calculations above zero can be taken as a way to visu-
alize the role of the opening of the new rearrangement chan-
nel. The TICC results present the same progression of vibra-
tional bands, as a continuation of those discussed for
energies below zero. The wave packet results, however,
show a gradual decrease of the absorption probability be-
cause above v53 the outer turning point of the HF potential
curve, in Fig. 8, disappears because of the opening of the
new arrangement channel ~see Fig. 7!.
The combination of these two kinds of calculations al-
lows us to study the evolution of the resonance lifetimes with
energy, shown in Fig. 11. As expected, the lifetimes decrease
with energy, because the anharmonicity makes that the vibra-
tional channels become closer and the kinetic energy for dis-
sociation reduces, as explained by the energy gap law.48 For
the lower resonances, the lifetime follows an exponential law
with energy. However, near the OH1F dissociation thresh-
old, the lifetimes are significantly shorter and do not follow
such law anymore. The situation becomes more complex be-
cause some IVR with the OH vibration begins to play an
important role.45 Such sharp change in the evolution of the
lifetimes with energy can also be viewed as originated by the
opening of a new rearrangment channel.
D. Resonances above the OH¿F threshold
Above this second threshold a new fragmentation path-
way opens, leading to OH products, and the widths of reso-
nances increase, as can be seen in Fig. 11. The frequencies of
OH and HF vibrations become similar so that IVR between
them become important. These resonances are located in the
vicinity of the transition state and play an important role in
the reaction dynamics.20 It can be observed that these reso-
nances cluster in small groups, or polyads, which are sepa-
rated by ’40 meV.
In Fig. 12 the spectrum for energies above this threshold
and the final HF probability are compared with the reaction
probability obtained for the F1OH(v50,j50) collision at
J50 in paper I.20 The two reaction probabilities are very
different thus showing the strong influence of the initial con-
ditions. However, it is interesting to note that at the energies
of the resonances appearing in the spectrum there is a sudden
change in the reaction probabilities of the two processes. At
FIG. 8. Right panel, vibrational wave
functions, wv , of bare HF placed at
the corresponding eigenvalue on the
HF PES. Middle panel, vibrationally
average potentials, ^wvuV(R ,r ,g
50)uwv&, for different HF vibrational
levels as a function of R. In the lower
part of these two panels the wave
function amplitude of the OHF2
ground vibrational state is also plotted.
Finally, at the left panel, the overlap
between the initial vibrational OHF2
state and the final wave functions is
shown for the case of v52.
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this regard, two energy intervals can be considered. In the
collision, there is a sort of dynamical zero-point energy, of
’0.125 eV attributed to the bending motion as discussed in
paper I. Below this energy, the reaction probability presents a
clear resonant structure, which also appears in the photode-
tachment spectrum. About 0.125 eV, however, the collisional
reaction probability increases up to 0.8 and hereafter de-
creases nearly monotonically with energy as a consequence
of a direct reaction for a very exothermic reaction. However,
this collisional reaction probability shows small structures
for these higher energies which clearly appear in the photo-
detachment spectrum. Such structures are nearly unnotice-
able in the collision, and for the reaction cross sections dis-
appear completely as a consequence of the partial wave
FIG. 9. Contour plots of the amplitude density of the quasibound states, for r frozen at the HF equilibrium distance, obtained for O–HF(v51).
FIG. 10. Comparison of the spectra calculated with wave packets and a
time-independent close-coupling method, with a limited vibrational basis
set. The panels approximately correspond to the energy region of each vi-
brational band.
FIG. 11. Resonance lifetimes ~in ps! as a function of energy ~in eV!, as
obtained by doing individual fits to a Lorentzian function in the vicinity of
the rather well isolated resonances of the spectrum calculated with the TICC
in rather fine energy grid.
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averaging. However, its effect on other less averaged quan-
tities, such as state-to-state differential cross section, could
remain larger. Similarly, in the analogous O(3P)1HCl reac-
tion the resonances appearing in the cumulative reaction
probabilities were attributed to the two van der Waals
minima in the entrance and exit channels.14 Moreover, these
resonances appear in classical simulations of the OH1F
collisions20 clearly demonstrating the existence of periodic
orbits on the top of the saddle point. Since below the dy-
namical threshold these resonances mediate the reaction the
spectroscopic determination of such structures may be of
great interest.
These HLH’ resonances correspond to the light hydrogen
atom vibrating between the two heavier fluorine and oxygen
atoms,23 which may be considered to remain motionless.
This suggests a natural adiabatic separation between the fast
hydrogen atom and the slow heavier atoms, as suggested by
Kubach and co-workers,49,50 similar to the Born–
Oppenheimer approximation. The natural coordinates to per-
form such approximation are a new set of Jacobi coordinates:
the FO internuclear vector, rOF , and the vector joining the
FO center-of-mass to the H atom, RH–OF , g8 being the angle
between them. The PES in these new coordinates for frozen
rOF distances are shown in Fig. 13. At large rOF distances,
there is nearly a free rotation–vibration motion of the H
atom around the F or O atoms. As long as the heavier atoms
approach each other, the H atom can ‘‘pass’’ from F to O and
vice versa. The resonance between the HF and OH vibrations
stabilize the system at the precise energies where nearly qua-
sibound states appear, in a clear analogy to what happens
in H2
1
.
49,50 Instead of calculating the motion of H atom
for each rOF distance, as performed by Kubach and
co-workers,9,49,50 we analyze such resonances using the 3D
wave packet calculations discussed above.
The quasibound components, fk
0 of the wave packets
near the resonances are obtained by38
fk
0~r,R!’E
0
‘
dt e2i~Ek2iGk!*t/\ C~r,R,t !, ~10!
where Ek are the energies of the resonances, and Gk their
widths ~here we used Gk55 cm21). Once the integration in
time is finished, these approximated quasibound functions
are transformed to the new rOF and RH–OF coordinates. Con-
tour plots of the probability density of some of the reso-
nances are shown in Fig. 14. The three different panels cor-
respond to rOF51.89 ~the sum of the HF and OH equilibrium
distances!, 2.4 ~the equilibrium distance of the parent
OHF2), and 3.5 Å ~near dissociation!, and the corresponding
energy allows to identify each resonance.
At long rOF distances, the H atom can rotate and vibrate
nearly freely around each of the two heavier atoms. This
situation allows a clear assignment of the resonances. Nearly
all resonances correspond to vHF53 and vOH50, what is not
surprising looking at the energy diagram in Fig. 7. At rOF
53.4 Å it is still possible to identify rotational quantum
numbers associated to either HF or OH. In fact the reso-
nances can be distinguished by the rotational quantum num-
bers associated to each diatomic. It is also notorious that for
nearly all the resonances chosen, the most significant in the
spectrum, the rotational quantum number associated to HF
and OH are nearly the same. This fact is probably due to the
energy similarity of OH(v50) and HF(v53) thresholds,
and that their rotational constants are very similar. Also, the
amplitude of these resonances at the saddle point, for rOF
51.965 Å, is rather significant, thus providing information
FIG. 12. Spectrum ~bottom panel! and final OH probabilities ~top panel!
obtained in the photodetachment process ~full line! compared to that ob-
tained in the F1OH(v50,j50) collision ~dashed line! for zero total angu-
lar momentum in paper I.
FIG. 13. Contour plots of the OHF(3A9) PES as a function of x8
5RH–OF cos g8 and y85RH–OF sin g8, in Å, for three different OF distances.
Bottom panel, rOF51.965 Å, corresponding to the saddle point. Middle
panel, rOF52.4 Å the equilibrium distance in the OHF2 precursor. Top
panel, rOF53.5 Å closer to dissociation. The contours are 21.2, 20.5, 0,
and 1 eV, with respect to the F1OH(v50) threshold.
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about the transition state region. Other combinations of
quantum numbers could produce less stable orbits leading to
broader resonances nearly undistinguishible from the back-
ground of the spectrum.
As rOF becomes shorter, the densities associated to each
diatomic overlap and the bending motion becomes more and
more constrained, essentially towards the OH. If the distri-
bution at short distances would place on the HF region, the
system will fragmentate rapidly because the potential be-
comes pretty much repulsive, see Fig. 7. This last situation
would yield less stable orbits associated to broader reso-
nances.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work a detailed three-dimensional study of the
OHF2 photodetachment spectrum has been performed. The
ground OHF2(2A8) PES has been calculated and fitted in
three dimensions. The first excited 2A9 state, degenerate to
the ground state at collinear geometry, has been estimated to
have a larger bending frequency, thus not contributing sig-
nificantly at the low temperatures of the experimental condi-
tions.
The photodetachment spectrum towards OHF(3A9) has
been calculated with a wave packet method using a three-
dimensional PES recently obtained.20 The spectrum agrees
pretty well with the experimental sequence of broad bands.21
In the simulated spectrum, the spectrum consists of a se-
quence of bands, each one formed by a broad continuous
absorption component and a set of narrow resonances, which
may be washed out in the experiment by the rotational aver-
age and the lower energy resolution. The bands are associ-
ated to the HF vibrational levels and the resonances at low
energies to the well in the O1HF channel. These resonances
did not appear in previous simulations of the spectrum ob-
tained in two-dimensional collinear models.21,22
Above the OH1F dissociation threshold, however, the
continuous bands seems to disappear and only a sequence of
broader resonances survive. These resonances are attributed
to HLH’ type resonances and coincide with some structures
obtained in the reaction probabilities for the OH(v , j)1F
collisions.20 These resonances determine important features
of the reaction dynamics. As an example in the collisions at
energies below the kinematic threshold, at ’0.125 eV, the
reaction only takes place at these resonances, clearly demon-
strating that they mediate the reaction. These resonances
have been analyzed using the bound components obtained
through a pseudospectral method applied to the wave packet.
With this study, the structure of the resonances is understood
and perfectly assigned. It would be therefore important to
obtain a better resolved spectroscopic characterization of
these HLH’ resonances to get a more detailed information of
the transition state region. Moreover, in the OH(2P)
1F(2P) reactive collisions these resonances should have an
important effect on different properties, such as final vibra-
tional states of products and differential cross sections.
The two bands, labeled E and F, appearing at lower elec-
tron kinetic energies in the experimental spectrum appear in
a region where there are many resonances in the present
simulation. However, it is unlikely, that these resonances are
responsible for those peaks. It is more probable that they are
originated by other excited states.
The other two triplet states correlating to the same as-
ymptotes, one 3A8 and 3A9, have essentially the same ener-
getics. The associated spectra are expected to show the same
progression of vibrational bands. Some shifts on the bands
are expected because these triplets do not have as deep wells.
The average over triplets would wash out the minima appear-
ing at present, approaching to the shoulderlike structure of
the experimental results. In addition, these two triplets states
are also expected to contribute at the low electron kinetic
energies were the experimental peaks E and F appear.
The singlet states connecting the OH(2P)1F(2P) to the
HF(1S)1O(1D) asymptotes have higher energies, and
would contribute at the lower electron kinetic energies. The
analysis of the contribution of all these excited electronic
states, singlets and and triplets, is now in progress.42
FIG. 14. Contour plots of the density probability of several HLH reso-
nances. The energy of the resonances are in meV, distances are in Å, and
three contours are chosen with an order of magnitude of density probability
difference, to distinguish the wave functions structures. Left panels for rOF
51.965 Å, middle panels for rOF52.4 Å, and right panels for rOF
53.5 Å.
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